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Introduction
Public awareness of the transport problem is continually growing, particularly relating to
environmental effects, and the sustainable development debate.. It has been accepted that
road capacity in large cities cannot be expanded to meet demand, and that other measures
must be investigated to reduce car travel but at the same time maintain acceptable levels
of accessibility
Some Australasian cities have investigated and implemented strategies for reducing traffic
congestion in city centres These have generally included measures that have localised
effects such as reducing road capacity and restricting parking.. In Europe, due to the size
ofpopulation and dense development and a community that can no longer sustain the cost
of providing road infrastructure, stronger measures are being investigated.
In September 1997 Qve Amp & Partners completed a comprehensive study to develop
feasible traffic restraint options for Bristol The study concentrated on road pricing as a
mechanism, as a separate study was conducted investigating parking restraint measures
lhis paper describes the study process and outcomes, and how they may affect tnmsport
policy in the UK.
Study Background
A demand management strategy basically has three elements, firstly to discourage car
usage, secondly to encourage use ofother modes, and thirdly to minimize the need to travel
at all While it is important to recognise that the three methods are complementary, this
study dealt mainly with methods to discourage car usage, acknowledging that greater use
of alternative modes is also required.
Ihe Depariment of Ilansport (now the Depariment ofthe Euvironment Transport and the
Regions - DEIR), have been investigating varions ways to reduce reliance on the private
car; referred to as Traffic Restraint, in London and elsewhere Ihis has involved schemes
that increase the cost ofdriving in congested conditions Several regional centres, of which
Bristol was one, were selected as case studies to establish in more detail the likely impact
of traffic restraint schemes, and ways in which they could feasibly be implemented.. This
study was jointly funded by the former· Avou County Council (now the Bristol City
Council) and the DEIR
Bristol is located in the west of England, with a regional population of approximately
750,000. As with most other cities ofits size in the UK, Bristol relies heavily on the private
motor vehicle to meet its transport needs. Growth in car owner·ship and nse, and more
dispersed, low density development have combined to produce steadily increasing traffic
congestion
Bristol has experienced traffic growth similar to the UK national average over the past 12
years and car travel is predicted to increase by more than a third by 2013 Avon County
Council produced a 20 year· Iransport Plan in 1995, based on the findings of the Bristol
Integrated Iransport and Environmental Study (BRlTES) Ihis clearly identified the key
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transport objectives, and targets for the County, and identified a range of strategic measures
to achieve them
One ofthe prime objectives ofthe study was to research the options for charging for road
use as a means of achieving the objectives of the Avon Transport Plan A parallel study
for the DEIR, analysing the effects ofparking restraint strategies, was carried out by the
MYA Consultancy, who also developed TRAM (Traffic Restraint Analysis Model), the
main analytical tool nsed in both studies Following the road pricing analysis, scenarios
were developed with combinations of road pricing, fuel price increases and parking
restraint
The study process is outlined in Figure I
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area as a whole The main objective of those schemes is to raise revenue for transport
infrastructrue, which has generally resulted in the accelerated implementation of
environmentally sensitive highway improvements
Some Italian cities have restricted access to historic parts ofthe city centre to residents and
permit holders lhese are, in effect, supplementary license schemes with strict qualifYing
conditions, and are enforced using a paper permit displayed in the windscreen It is
intended to introduce an electronic system in Rome that would charge business permit
holders on the basis oftime spent in the zone
A concession has been let for an urban motorway project in Melbourne, City Link, which
reqnires a free flow tolling system forrecovery ofrevenue to fund the construction The
concessionaires are satisfied that a viable scheme, with associated enforcement procedures,
can be implemented on this project
Road Pricing Schemes
Time and distance based charging systems were rejected as feasible schemes based on
current technology advice and the results ofpast studies. Both time and distance based
systems encourage the driver to minimize their travel time and distance respectively,
leading to potential for rat running and speeding
Consultation with the industry indicated that the technology is likely to be available to
provide an environmentally acceptable and operationally efficient system of free flow
tolling on urban streets Therefore, it was concluded that technology alone was not likely
to constrain the introduction of a road pricing scheme
A review of the development of relevant technologies worldwide, showed that charges
could be levied electronically at tolling points without slowing traffic using infrastructure
that would be acceptable in the urban street environment This would allow a scheme
where charges ar·e levied for crossing cordons Toll cordons were selected for further
investigation
Snrveys
An important element ofthe study was to exanrine motorist's possible response and the
community's attitude to the introduction of traffic restraint measures In··depth interviews
were conducted with 200 businesses and structured questionnaires administer'ed to 420
motorists to obtain their attitudes to transport problems and pOlicies, such as traffic
restraint, and to public transport improvements lhe possible response ofmotorists to such
measures was extracted from the stated prefereuce element ofthe motorist survey For the
purposes of the survey a charge of £2 per day could ouly be tested

There was a concern that road pricing implemented in Bristol only would put it at a
commercial disadvantage compared to other nearby centres. The business reactions were
interesting, because most respondents, when considering the effects on their own business,
expected to adapt without much difficulty It was concluded that road priciug alone at the
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level of charge explored in the interviews (maximum £2 per day) would not cause
businesses to relocate, but could affect the decisions of those businesses considering
relocation for other reasons The research with businesses showed that road pricing could
have a significant effect on business location if applied only to the city centre However
we found no evidence to indicate that road pricing would result in migration of business~
from the Bristol area. It was not within the scope of the study to assess the effects on
businesses from outside the area that might be considering relocation to Bristol
Most people interviewed believed that the build np of traffic in Bristol over the past 5 years
was a problem, highlighting air quality as a major concern There was a general
willingness to pay for air quality improvement There was also an agr·eernent that action
needed to be taken, as problems Were increasing Both businesses and motorists clearly
indicated that public transport improvements would have to be in place before road pricing
was introduced
Road Pr icing Options

Figure 2 illustrates the various pricing cordons tested Firstly, a series of 3 orbital cordons
were tested, which would impose charges on vehiCles driving towards the centre ofBristol
in the morning peak period.. The central cordon, which included the Central Business Area,
was bounded by an Inner Circuit Road, while the inner cordon also included the inner
residential areas such as Clifton and Redlands The outer cordon follows the M5 and M4
motorways, the existing and proposed Avon Ring Road and the River Avon from
Cumberland Basin to the MS. All main roads crossing the outer cordon would have park
and ride sites to provide drivers with the option to use public transport and not be charged
As the suburbs ofBristol sprawl to the north, a further partial cordon was defined rnnning
east to west from Shireharnpton to Harnbrook A further series of radial cordons were
identified which divide the city into 19 zones
Initial assessments were carried out with charges applied on some or all cordons, inbound
or two way, at various price levels levied during peak periods ouly or over the day

It was concluded that a peak-charging scheme could siguificantly contribute to the
objective of reducing car· travel to the centre of Bristol during peak periods.. However, it
would have only a limited impact on the other transport o1:Jjectives.. With respect to
reducing car travel, it was shown that only a third of the traffic reduction in the peak period
is likely to be caused by a switch to public transport, or other non-car modes, with the
remainder shifting to other time periods Therefore, the impact in achieving the regional
transport environmental objectives would be limited. On the other hand, an all day
charging scheme could produce a reduction in traffic levels that would contribute
substantially to achieving the objectives ofthe Avon Area Transport Plan
In predicting behaviour in 2016 it has been assumed that GDP and personal incomes will
be higher in real terms than today The figures quoted in this paper represent income and
price levels at the model base year of 1991, and therefore approximate to current values
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It was concluded that a charge of between £120 and £1.90 per cordon per day would be
necessary to contribute significantly to transport and environmental objectives This is a
higher charge than tested in the surveys, and represents for example a cost for a car' trip
from outside the M4 to the city centre of£480 for a £120 cordon charge, while a journey
from the inner suburb of Clifton would cost £1.20. For most long distance trips the
assessment showed that people would transfer to public transport There is also likely to
be some redistribution oftravel patterns, which the lRAM model cannot fully account for,
as it does not model all possible variations in behaviour. lhis was an accepted as a model
limitation and was taken into account in the conclusions ofthe study.
If an orbital or cellular cordon charging system was to be applied all day, at £1.20 or £1 90
per cordon crossing, car travel could be reduced by 14% to 20% as shown in Figure 3.
There is evidence however that the long-term response to increased motoring costs could
be higher than can be predicted fiom the forecasting process used lhis would be caused
by changes in residential or work location because ofthe increased travel costs. Ihe traffic
reduction could therefore be greater than the model predicts
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Figure 3

Impact of Charge on Tramc Levels

Because of the relatively low sensitivity of demand to road pricing, the revenue av,rila,ble
is potentially extremely high Even if the deterrence effect is much higher than
predicted by the model, there are still potentially very large positive revenue streams.
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Table I lists the four scenarios that were assessed
Table I

Traffic Restraint Scenarios

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

All zones

All zones

All zones

AM peak

AM peak

All day

All day

Inbound

Two-way

Two-way

Two-way

£120

£1.20

£1.20

£190

None

None

None

Low

a-maximum
Low

High

As an example, one of the accessibility taIgets was the reduction of car travel to the city
centr'e to below 40% ofthe total trips The impact ofthe fOUI traffic restraint sceuarios on
the other measUIes in the I ransport Plan for the Avon Area is shown in Fignre 4.
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Note: TPAA- Transport Plan Avon Area

Figure 4
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